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FAQ and Errata FAQ and Errata 
Card Errata

CHUN-LI 
Sense of Justice 
Reworded the text to clarify that you fully resolve the Attack Card.

DEE JAY 
Character Card (Front) 
Reworded the Ultra Attack’s text to clarify that it only affects Dee Jay’s dice. 

“Before dealing damage with this attack, you may reroll any of your 
dice with  results. Then continue dealing the damage with the attack.”

FEI LONG
Character Card (Front) 
Reworded the Ultra Attack’s text to clarify that it only affects Fei Long’s dice.

“Before dealing damage with this attack, record all initial damage 
rolled. Then reroll all of your dice with results and add 1 damage for 
each  rolled on those dice.”

IBUKI
“I Really Thought You’d Be Tougher Than This.”
Reworded the Play Condition’s text to match similar Play Conditions on 
other cards that are played as reactions to facedown attacks.
 
NASH 
Steel Air
Replaced the movement effect with a Place effect

NECALLI
Torrent Of Power
This Event should give him +1 Move Action, instead of +1 Action.

R. MIKA  
“I Get Better And Better With More Practice, Right?”
Reworded the text to clarify that you only count exact copies with the 
card text in the discard pile.

“The next Attack Card you play this turn gets a damage 
bonus equal to the number of copies of that card in your 
discard pile.”

R. MIKA  
Mic Performance
Reworded the text to clarify that only the cards in play get 
Throw, until they are discarded.

“While this card is in play, your attacks get +1 Attack Die. 
Attack Cards you play without Throw get Throw 1 until 
they are discarded. Discard this card at the end of the turn.”

RYU
Wandering Warrior
Reworded the Play Condition’s text to match similar Play 
Conditions on other cards that are played as reactions to 
facedown attacks.

T. HAWK
Heavy Body Press
Replaced the movement effect with a Place effect to avoid 
confusion with the wording. (The card still plays as intended)

ZANGIEF  
“Come Here You Puny Thing!”
Reworded the Play Condition’s text to match similar Play 
Conditions on other cards. 
 
“Response: [Play as a reaction to a facedown attack 
played against you.] When the attack is revealed, if it is 
a projectile, cancel it and move Zangief up to 4 spaces.”
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Rulebook Errata

Page 16 
Projectiles and Line of Sight (LOS)

Replace the last sentence in the first paragraph with the following:

“If both of these lines can be drawn without crossing each other, a 
large object, wall or any Character, then the Defender is said to be 
within LOS.”

Page 21
Power-Up Mode

Add a new sentence to the Power-Up Tokens section.

“Players are limited to picking up 2 tokens per turn. There is no 
limit to the number of tokens players can save at one time.”

Boss Expansion Errata

To prevent unfair advantages in Free-for-All Mode that allowed 
a player to hide in the lower right corner of the Kouysu Streets 
board, use the following diagram for Free-for-All Mode.

To prevent unfair advantages in Free-for-All Mode that allows 
a player to hide behind the Food Cart on the Shopping District 
board, use the following diagram for all modes.

Map Pack Errata

Due the the number of conflicts that the current Flamenco Tavern’s setup 
creates, use the following diagram instead, placing the fence sections 
onto the spaces and not on the edge of the two spaces.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: What sequence should be followed for resolving a card?

A: Use the following sequence:

1. Play the card faceup or facedown, as determined by the card’s text 
or its type.

2. Players may play any Response Events when the Play Condition 
states that they are played when another card of the appropriate 
type is played.

3. Reveal the card if it was played facedown.

4. If the card played is an Attack, check the Range or Special 
Movement on the card and make sure the Attack is legal. Discard 
the card if it is not legal and return any card played by the 
Defender to their hand. This ends the Attack.

5. If it is an Attack played as a Combo Action, check the Linkers on 
the card to make sure the card is legal to be played in the combo. 
Discard the card if it is not legal and return any card played by the 
Defender to their hand. This ends the Attack.

6. Players may play Response Events with Play Conditions that are 
played when a card is revealed.

7. Complete all reveal effects in play. 

8. If it is an Attack with Special Movement, complete the Special 
Movement.

9. Roll dice and compare for damage.

10. Complete response events with play conditions that state “when 
taking damage” or “when you take damage.”

11. Complete the Attack’s card text in full, if applicable.

12. Discard the card unless it stays in play.

Q: What is the sequencing for resolving attack and defense dice?

A: Use the following sequence:

1. Both players roll dice at the same time. 

2. Count the number of  on the attack dice to determine the initial 
damage. 

3. The Attacker may use Mix-Up X to force the Defender to re-roll up 
to X Block Dice. 

4. Then reduce the damage by 1 for each the Defender rolls.

5. Determine it deals damage or Whiffed.

6. Complete any keyword effects that require damage to be dealt 
such as Knockback, Poke, Stun, and Throw.

Q: How does the Attack and Defense resolution sequence 
affect Events that do damage on a Block Roll? Example: 
Balrog’s “My Punches Are Stronger Than Your Kicks.”

A: Response events interrupt the turn when they are played. 
So in the case of cards like “My Punches Are Stronger 
Than Your Kicks.”, the Defender would play the Event 
before rolling any Block Dice. Then they roll their Block 
Dice, adding 1 additional Block Die to the roll, and deal 1 
Damage for each  icon on all of their Block Dice. Finally, 
the Attack resolves as normal if the Attacker is not KO’d by 
this Event, applying Mix-up if necessary.

Q: What happens if an Attack is not legal? Is this considered 
a Whiff?

A: The first thing that is checked when an Attack is revealed 
is whether it is legal. This step happens before checking 
reveal effects. If the Attack is not legal then it is discarded 
and any card played by the Defender is returned to their 
hand. This is not considered a Whiff.

Q: What is public knowledge to your opponent?

A: The following is public knowledge:
 
• Current health and meter of a Character
• Current time left in the round 
• The number of cards in each player’s hand
• The number of cards left in a deck
• All of the cards in any discard pile
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Q: When playing an Event that pulls cards from your deck, you 
reveal them, but when deciding which one goes to your hand 
do you have to reveal that one too?

A: Anytime a card instructs a player to search the deck or 
discard pile for a card, the player must show all cards drawn 
into their hand, returned to their deck or discarded.

Q: Some card effects end with the words “Draw X cards” or 
“Gain X meter.” Do these effects only resolve if the previous 
effect on the card was successful?

A: No. Effects on cards are not dependent on previous effects 
on the same card. The player always draws X cards or gains X 
meter when the card is resolved.

Q: How do you distinguish between Events that are played 
facedown as an Attack and those that are played faceup?  Are 
faceup Events considered an Attack if they do damage?

A: Events will say when they are considered an Attack and 
what kind of damage they deal. Events that just say “roll X 
dice” and/or “deal X damage” are not Attacks.

Q: Which Events can be used to Boost Block?

A: Any of the non-utility Events with the 2 black dice in the 
upper left corner, or 3 black dice in the case of Boss Events, 
can be discarded to boost against Attacks which allow Blocks 
to be boosted. Focus Attack, Bait!, and Super cards cannot be 
discarded to add Block Dice.

Q: When can Free Actions be played?

A: Any number of Free Actions can be played by the active 
player anytime after the Draw and Free Move steps. Remember 
that Free Actions can only be played before or after completely 
resolving an Action. Combos are played during an Action, so 
Free Actions cannot be played in between resolving Attacks 
during a combo.

Q: When performing a combo does playing the Combo Action 
card (the second card) count as being revealed?

A: No. Cards played as a Combo Action are not revealed 
because they are played faceup.

Q: When does the Defender get to decide to boost their Block 
during a combo?

A: The Defender is given the chance to boost their blocks after 
each card is played during a combo. Throws played during a 
combo still prevent Block Dice of any kind from being rolled for 
that specific attack.

Q: Do you resolve both effects on a Super card when it is played as an 
Attack?

A: No. Supers cards have two separate effects. During the Attacker’s 
turn they may be played as a Free Action to gain 2 Meter, or, they may 
be played as a Super Attack.

Q: Do keyword effects stack? How do multiple instances of Poke work?

A: Keywords with values stack. Poke does not have a value, so it does 
not stack.

Q: Does Edge or Combo count as a keyword?

A: No. These are Timing Abilities that are listed as part of the card’s 
effect. Keywords are distinguished by their placement above a thin line 
on cards.

Q: If an Event gives a card Charge X would the Charge replace the 
printed Range or Special Movement type? 
Example: Makoto’s “Here I Come!”

A: Special Movement given to cards replaces the Range, Charge or 
Dash printed on the card.

Q: Can you Charge or Dash while adjacent to the targeted Defender?

A: Yes, but your Special Movement must end in a space that is adjacent 
to the targeted Defender.

Q: Can you move diagonal with Charge or Dash?

A: Yes
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Q: Do you have to be adjacent to your target when an Attack with 
Charge X or Dash X is revealed?

A: No. The legality of the Attack is checked when it is revealed. In order 
for an Attack with Charge or Dash to be legal, that Attacker must be 
able to end in a space adjacent to the targeted Defender after using the 
attack’s Special Movement.

Q: What does M. Bison’s Ultra Attack mean by “Collisions do not stop 
this attack’s Charge movement”?

A: This text is simply stating that M. Bison can move through destructible 
objects in the charge’s path. Destroy any objects he moves through with 
the Special Movement. He may not move through indestructible objects.

Q: If the Defender is adjacent to a wall and an Attacker plays an Attack 
with Charge 3, how much damage does the Defender take due to 
getting slammed into the wall?  Is it just 1 damage or 3 damage?

A: They take 1 unblockable damage.

Q: If the card text states “Collisions don’t stop Knockback” and the 
same situation as above is performed, how much damage is done by 
Knockback 2?

A: 1 damage for each obstruction collided with.

Q: How is the Knockback X effect’s direction determined for 
projectiles that do not travel in a direct line?

A: Use the last direction that the projectile moved from to enter the 
target’s space.

Q: Which space does a Throw begin in when counting the 
distance that the target is thrown?

A: Count the Throw from the throwing Character’s space. 
The exception to this rule is with Throw 0, where the thrown 
Character will remain in their current space.

Q: Are Move and Place effects the same?

A: Move effects require a clear path, a Place effect doesn’t.

Q: How do you count “X spaces away from the Defender?”  
Example: Blanka’s Backstep Roll or T. Hawk’s Heavy Body Press

A: When counting spaces for an effect that says “place the 
Character X spaces away from the Defender,” include the 
Defender’s space. So in the example cards Blanka and T. 
Hawk would be placed the equivalent of Range 2 from the 
Defender.

Q: What do you do if you suspect a Bait! or Focus Attack card is 
being played by the Attacker? Can you counter these and how?

A: The Defender can counter a Bait! by playing one of their 
own Bait! cards as a Counter-Attack. Otherwise, if the Defender 
has an Attack Card or appropriate Event Card in their hand, 
they may play it to limit the Attacker to just drawing 1 card.

The Defender can cancel a Focus Attack card by playing 
an Attack Card or appropriate Event Card from their hand. 
Otherwise, the Defender can choose to Block, knowing that the 
Focus Attack will do 4 damage minus the number of , and 
add Boost Dice to their Block.

Q: In Free-for-All and Boss Mode it states to place Characters 
at least X spaces away from each other. When counting these 
spaces, do I include the other Character’s space?

A: Yes
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Q: In Power-Up Mode, are the tokens revealed when they are 
picked up?

A: Power-Up tokens are kept secret when they are picked up.

Q: During Free-for-All games, how many Block Dice are rolled 
during an Attack with Combo Actions?

A:  The Defender receives the Guard token AFTER any Action 
targeting them is completely resolved. Attacks used to combo 
are all part of the same Action. The Guard token is not given 
to the Defender until an Attack targeting them is resolved.

Example: Guile targets Zangeif with Sonic Boom and combos 
into a Quick Sonic Boom. Zangief would block both with the 
default 2 Block Dice, since the second combo’d Quick Sonic 
Boom does not count as a new Attack Action.

Guile targets Zangief again this turn and combos with Reverse 
Spin Kick and Leg Sweep, Zangief would have 3 Block Dice 
for each of these Attacks.

Q: During Free-for-All games, does the Defender gain the Guard token 
from Bait!, Focus Attack and Event cards that say they “count as an 
Attack?”

A: Yes. Any card played as an attack gives the target the Guard token 
after it resolves.

Q: Can I play an Attack that is not legal to remove the Guard token 
from a Character?”

A: No. Attacks that are not legal are discarded without being resolved.

Q: How is damage determined for cards that have Play Conditions 
based on damage dealt by an Attack?
Example: Evil Ryu’s Heartless

A: The damage dealt by and Attack is equal to the damage dealt by the 
dice. Damage dealt from collisions and other sources when resolving 
the Attack do not increase the amount the Attack deals. The Attacker’s 
window to play Heartless would be right after the Defender takes 3 or 
more damage after subtracting any icons, but before they apply any 
damaged based keywords such as Knockback.

Q: Are cards played faceup considered to be “revealed” for card effects.

A: No. As noted in the glossary, the act of revealing is done by flipping 
a facedown card faceup.

Q: Does throwing prevent the Defender from rolling any Block Dice?

A: Yes. An attack with Throw X prevents the Defender from rolling 
both standard Block Dice and dice gained from Boosting. The 
descriptions for Throw X have been updated on the in the glossary 
and the back covers of the rulebooks as a reminder.

Q: What order do multiple Response Events played by different players 
resolve?

A: Always start with the Attacker’s cards then resolve other events in 
player turn order.
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Q: Are Response Events with the terms “taking” and “take” played and 
resolved at different times? 
Example: Cody’s Bad Spray and Karin’s “How Rude! You Lack Both 
Manners And Fighting Ability!”

A: Both of these terms are interchangable. The event is played 
immediately after the target takes damage. So Bad Spray cannot be 
used if Cody took enough damage to be KO’d.

Q: Can Response Events that ignore damage be played if the damage 
would KO the character. 
Example: Akuma’s “I Felt Nothing...But Weakness” and M. Bison’s 
Shadaloo Bodyguards.

A: Yes Response Events that ignore damage just taken may be played to 
prevent the character from being KO’d.

Q: During Boss Mode, where is a fighter placed when they are brought 
back to the fight? Are they allowed to take a mulligan?

A: Players always place their fighters at least Range 4 from the Boss. 
They may take 1 mulligan after they draw a new hand of 5 cards.

Q: Do Response Events played while resolving an Attack count 
as reactions for cards that cancel reactions?
Example: Dhalsim’s “I Am Not Very Fond Of Conflict.”

A: No. Only events that specifically state that they are played 
as reactions count as reactions when resolving an Attack. 

Q: What happens when a Bait! counter-attack is canceled?

A: The second effect on the Bait! is resolved. So the Attacker’s 
Bait! would be discarded and they would draw 1 card.

Q: Does Sagat’s Need For Revenge Event count the icons 
rolled on the block dice in addition to the extra dice rolled?

A: Yes. You count up to 3 icons rolled on the block dice and 
the additional dice rolled.

Q: Does using Juri’s Ultra Attack cost 1 Action?

A: Yes. You spend 6 meter to use the Ultra Attack. If you use 
your second Action to play an Attack Card, that card gets all  
of the benefits listed on Juri’s Ultra Attack.
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Changes LOg Changes LOg 
Core Rulebook Edits

Updates for 2/04/2021
Pg 8 

• Rewrote the Golden Meter rule so that Meter results 
can still count towards other effects that look for 
Meter results.

Pg 11
• Clarified that not all Responses are played as Reactions 

to Attacks.
• Simplified the first bullet point under the Blocking rules 

to be less wordy.
• Reorganized the steps to be clear when LOS is 

checked for cards with Special Movement.
Pg 13

• Added Bait! cards to Counter-Attacking rules.
Pg 16

• Clarified that the lines drawn to determine LOS can’t 
cross each other or the Character being used to 
determine LOS.

• Reworded the LOS rules to affect all Attacks and 
Events that target a Character or space.

• Reworded the rules for counting ranges to apply to 
more than just projectiles.

• Reworded the EX rules to apply to Attacks used 
during a Combo Action.

Pg 20
• Redid the diagram to include the correct token 

graphic for the Guard token.
Pg 21

• Added rules for how many Power-Up tokens 
Characters can pick up and hold at one time.

Pg 23
• Clarified what happens to the surviving Character 

between rounds for 3 on 3 mode.
Pg 27

• The Glossary was updated to reflect the above 
clarifications.

Pg 32
• Updated the Rules Reference to reflect the above 

clarifications.

Updates for 6/11/2021
Pg 10

• Reworded the third bullet point so that a Character 
must move if an effect states to.

Pg 27
• Added a term for “Place” to the Glossary. Placement effects 

work like movement, but do not require a clear path.

Updates for 7/20/2021
Pg 14

• Combined the Knockback and Throw rules into a single 
section.

• Clarified that a Throw’s path follows the same rules as 
projectiles, and the space a Character is thrown into needs to 
be in LOS.

• Reworded the Collision section to make it clear how to resolve 
one based on whether a space is occupied or unoccupied.

Pg 16
• Limited the change in a diagonal direction when determining 

a path’s range to 45 degrees. This prevents the path for a 
projectile or throw from forming an “L shape” to go around 
Characters, Objects, and Walls. This also prevents unrealistic 
knockback results with projectiles.

Pg 17
• Defined destructible and indestructible object types.

Updates for 8/27/2021
Pg 19

• Added rules for what to do with the Turn Order tokens when a 
character is KO’d to keep the match fair by preventing a team 
from activating multiple characters before another team.

FAQ and Errata Edits

Updates for 2/05/2021
Pg 6 

• Added a damage dealt example.
 
Updates for 2/28/2021
Pg 7 

• Updated the steps for playing Responses to damage.
• Added example for Events that can’t be played if damage 

would KO the Character.
• Added example for Events that can be played to prevent a 

Character from being KO’d. 
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Updates for 3/14/2021
Pg 1 

• Added errata for Ibuki’s event: “I Thought You’d Be Tougher 
Than This.”

• Added errata for Ryu’s event: Wandering Warrior.
Pg 6 

• Added timing for Response Events played at the same time.
Pg 7

• Added steps for placing Characters back on the stage during 
Boss Mode.

• Added an answer clarifying that not all Response Events count 
as reactions during an attack.

• Added how a Bait! is resolved when a Bait! is played as a 
Counter-Attack against a Bait!.

• Added an answer clarifying that Sagat’s event: Need For 
Revenge applies shields rolled on Block Dice towards the 
damage dealt to the Defender.

 
Updates for 6/11/2021
Pg 1

• Added errata for Chun-Li’s event: Sense of Justice.
• Added errata for Nash’s event: Steel Air.

Pg 5
• Added a question and answer that covers the terms “move” 

and “place.”
Pg 7

• Added an answer clarifying that Juri’s Ultra Attack does 
require the use of an Action. And the second Action is the 
follow-up Attack.

 
Updates for 7/20/2021
Pg 3

• Added more steps to the sequence for Resolving a Card to 
make it possible for Events that ignore damage and keywords 
to be played before they are resolved.


